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Y2K hangover takes toll on $08 Sector
There are many times when you really regret not sticking to
your guns. As regularsubscribers, you will recall our predictions
made in the 1998 Holway Report that growth rates for the UK

808 market would halve - to 9% in real terms - in 2000. But at
each and every meeting we had subsequent to that you told us
that we were being far, far, too pessimistic. As we have always
boasted that we actually get
all our information from you

anyway, we revised our
forecasts upwards. Even so

you still moaned that we
were being doom-mongers!
As it turned out we were all

wrong. Our latest analysis of
the results for FY00
announced so far shows UK

revenue growth rates
plunging by over 60%. We

have therefore revised our
forecast for UK 808 revenue

growth for 2000 as a whole
down from 14.2% (11.7% in

real terms) to 9.4% (6.9% in

real terms).This allows for some modest pick up in growth rates
in H2.

Profits growth seems to have suffered even more. As the half
yearly reporting season draws to a close, the 808 companies
quoted on the LSE (incl. AIM) have shown a 39% decrease in
PBT.That compares with a 20% increase for the same period in
1999. Revenue growth has
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area of solutions for SME that the major damage seems to be
being wrought. Microscope reported a host oiVAFts/resellers

etc. which have called in the receivers/liquidators in the last

few months.These include One Stop Computer Solutions (a 30

branch/£30m revenue PC chain), 2020 Group, Nugen Media

Distribution, Protek Europe, Debug, Camelot, Sight&Sound and

others.
Microscope contained many
quotes like ☜Everyone is

praying that the last quarter
will be really good....a lot is
riding on 04". Prayer might
indeed be required.
Finally, last month☂s front
page article highlighted the

continued problems faced by
the iTSAs. But the main
project houses (Cap Gemini,
lBM etc.) have also seen their

traditional T&M development

work (what some refer to as

☜passing trade" type
business) hit hard times with

growth of just 4.6%.
But it☂s not all bad news.Those companies that have embraced
e-services (compare and contrast Axon☂s results (p13) with FI/
Druid) and/or telecoms (particularly mobile like Logica) have
seen high growth in those areas more than compensate for a

slowdown in other pans of their business.
But even near 100% growth

 

also halved from 31% to
14%. Remember that this

includes revenues resulting

UK Software and IT Services
industry Growth in Real Terms
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rates in e-services cannot
make up forthe shortfall in the

far larger "traditional" side.
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revenues earned outside

the UK. Excluding those 2%
sources, revenue growth
would have been under7%. 15%
Although we expect some
improvement in H2. our 10%
prediction that prollts growth
will be in "negative territory" 5☜
in 2000 for a whole seems
pretty much assured. 0"
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services, 808 growth would

m not be 9.4% (6.9% in real
terms) but a much lower 7%
(4.5% in real terms).

The iuture?.. here were are

sticking to our guns.2001 will
see a revival of fortunes tor the
sector. But, oi course, that's

from a more depressed 2000

base. Even so, consistent

  

The growth reductions are
pretty much across the board in the ☜traditional☝ type SCS

operations. Even the mainstay iT outsourcing sector has seen

growth rates reduce (to c12%) as there was a marked reduction
(from £1,100mto £713m) in new outsourcing contracts signed
in 1999.There is some evidence of the log jam being cleared

(EDS and Rolls Royce, DSS, IBM and 808) but these are

unlikely to boost growth until 2001. Even Application

Management has seen growth ofjust 9% as witnessed by the

latest results from UK market leader Fl Group,

Bean, System Union, Coda, SAP etc. are witness to the

slowdown in revenues from application software. But it is in the
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10%+ growth through to 2004

at least is a pretty healthy outlook for any industry.
But the really controversial message is that we believe that
growth in the traditional parts of the market is over...iorever.
Stop kidding yourself that it will ever improve...it will not. The
trick now will be to ensure that your company is a player in the
highest growth e♥services sector and that the new young

upstarts - Razorfish and the like ~ do not come and take your

long established customers away from you. But that means a
significant change in approach. And change is something
that most traditional IT services companies have historically
found hard,
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. Strength needed to survive upheaval
I Om a lomart, the AIM-listed telecomms and internet services business, results for the six months

ended aoth Jun 00 showed turnover up more than fivefold (but still only £15m), LBT of £1.6m,
1 down from £2.2m, and Loss Per Share of 4,1p (was LPS 2,8p)☁ Commenting on the outlook Angus MacSween' CEO,

☁ said: ☜Our marketplace has experienced considerable change and upheaval over the past few months and we expect

i this to continue for the foreseeable future Against this background, we are confident that lamart has the strength and

☁ flexibility to grow rapidly, particularly in our range of services to business customers. Iomart is totally commmed to

taking advantage of the significant opportunities in our chosen markets".
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Knowledge Support Systems, which ☜develops and ma

KSS - Global opportunities for intelligent pricing
rkets software systems which enable organisations to make

pro table decisions through the setting of prices in competitive markets☝, has announced its maiden interim results for
the six months to 30th Jun. 00. Turnover down 27% to EBQBK (the sale of marketing rights to Alcatel worth £800K has not
been recognised in this period, £400K of which has already been received), a PET of £318K turned into a LBT of £426K
and EPS of 0.6p dropped to Loss Per Share of 0.6p. Commenting on the results, Professor Madan Singh, Chief Executive,
said: ☜ We have a strong management team, significant cash reserves and are well placed to exploit the signi cant global
market opportunities for KSS☂s intelligent pricing decision support products. We face the next half year with confidence☝.
Share

Urcheslrea

 

rice was down 12 8   5°/ this month to end on 485p.

 

  

 

Significant revenue in the not-too-distant ☁Future☂
Future Internet Technologies, has announced preliminary
results for the 25 weeks ended 30th Jun. 00. Whilst the
holding company was incorporated in Jan. 00, the first
operational activities of Future Internet Technologies
(formerly Griff-Tech.com) commenced in June 2000
therefore they are yet to show any turnover. LBT is £182K
and Loss per share is 0.2p.

Dr Geoff Bristow (amazing how these people crop up again
and again in 808 history!) commented on the results in
saying, ☜Whilst we are not expecting significant sales in
the immediate future, each of the companies we bring on
board will have either distribution agreements in place or

an established customer base, the combination of which

the Board considers will be capable of delivering significant
revenue in the medium term." Future Internet☂s share price
is up 27% to 7p this month.

Rage High risk strategy
Rage Software, the computer games

      

Results galore this month...the best of the restl...
Brainspark☂s maiden interim results to 30th Jun.00 reveal
cash reserves of £14m and net asset value of £31.3m, up
from £7.4m. Strategy has shifted from B2B to B2C. LBT
is £561K.,..Prirnar-e (to be renamed Glow Comms) has

acquired PTL for 22.1 m and has announced interim results
to 315t May 00. Rev down c30% at £3.4m, LBT improving
at £237K (compared to £611K) and LPS at 0.89p (compared
to 0.21p)..,.e-capital investment☂s results for year to 30th
Jun.00 shows net assets reported of £38.8m compared to

£3.0m in 1999. Profits on diposal of investments was

£946K....Moneyextra, previously Xchange Holdings, has
announced half year results. Revenue increased a modest
10% to £9.7m, but with an LBT of £17.9m, compared to

£7.8m last time. Loss per share reported as 8.4p, a

decrease of 6.65p.....Clipserver.com☂s revenues for the
six months to 30th Jun.00 have increased 15% to £1.7m

and the previously reported LBT of £112K has been turned

into profit of £38K.....lnterregnum has announced year

end results with revenue of £1.49m up 46%, an LBT has

been converted into PBT of £145k and EPS is
O.19p.....lnternet lndirect☂s PBT for six months to 30th
Jun.00 is £1.27m with EPS of 0.24p. The company has
invested in three companies for the period amounting to
£1.025m....|BNet (floated in Mar.00) reveals revenues of
£14K for four months to 30th Jun.00, LBT is £549K and
Loss per share of 1.5p....Service Power has announced
maiden interim results with revenue down 38% to £1.15m.
LBT more than doubled to £2.7m and loss per share
deepened from 0.7p to 3.92p.....iTouch who IPOed on 2nd
Aug.00, has announced results for the period from 18th
Jan.00 to 30th Jun.00. Revenue is £1.02m (entirely
acquisitions), LBT is £3.14m....0vernet Data's interim
results to 30th Jun.00 reveal revenue of 23K and LBT

deepened from £27K to £425K...Myratech.net has
announced revenue of £853K, up 26.2%, and LBT of £455K

(a loss in 99), for the six months to 30th Jun.00....Magic
Moments reporting for the same period has revenue of

£1.08m, LBT of £789K and Loss per share of 0.39p. 

publisher and developer, has announced results for the year
ending 30th Jun 00. Revenue is reported to be £4.2m, a
decrease of 52.3% on the £8.85m turnover reported in 99,
PBT of £3.12m for 99 has been converted into a loss of
£2.64m, and Loss per Share is 0.94p compared to an EPS
of 1.03p in 99. Commenting on the results, John Roberts,
Chairman, said, ☜We have the expertise to be able to work
with the more sophisticated new systems and the flexibility
both of technique and infrastructure to be able to adapt to
the flow of changes that are an everyday part of life."
Comment - When we were writing the Year 2000 Holway
Report, we did not share Rage☂s confidence that it was
moving towards a more predictable royalty revenue stream
and higher margin business. Looking at the results, it seems
that so far ourtears were well-founded. The move into Game
Development was high risk due to the high operational
gearing of the industry and the rapid advance of new
hardware. John Roberts claims that the company has spent

the last six months ensuring that they are ☜well positioned
to capitalise on the many opportunities presented by new
technologies and methods of delivery', We shall have to
continue to monitor Rage☂s progress to see it they can in

fact prosper with the high risk strategy that they have
chosen to pursue. Share price is down 16.67% at 23p.
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Guardian angel helps through
busy times...
Guardian IT, the international business

continuity and disaster recovery specialist, has announced
interim results to 30th Jun. 00. They have achieved a

i 69.4% increase in turnover to £33.3m compared to the
same six months in 99, and an increase in EPS to 5.3p,

up 10.6%. However, they have reported a decrease in PBT

l of 21.9% to £2.8m.
l Commenting on the results, Chairman, Richard Raworth,

said ☜It has been a busy six months for Guardian but we

believe that the important moves we have taken during

the period will ensure the continuation of our leadership in

the disaster recovery market in the UK and our high level
of penetration in Europe.☝ The important moves spoken
about include the acquisition of the disaster recovery

business of Catalyst Solutions, and the acquisition of

Safety Net Group, as well as entry into the Web Hosting
market through new nguardian subsidiary.
Also this month The Times reported that Guardian iT has
built up £55m to spend on European acquisitions to take
over IBM☁s position as leader in the disaster recovery

market. The company is currently number one in the UK
market, and number two in continental Europe. The

lacquisitions will increase their spread across the
continent. Guardian☂s share price is down 24.23% at 1235p.
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Policy Master -

:3E☁ICFYR Customer Orders
☝ ☁ Secured

Policy Master, a developer of software for'the insurance
industry, results for the six months to 30'h Jun. 00 showed

turnover increased 5% to £8.1m compared to the same six
months last year, but PBT plummeted from £500K to £29K,

and EPS also fell to just 0.1p. Commenting on the outlook
John Kimberley, Chairman, said: "The Board is con dent
of the Group☂s business opportunities and trading
performance in the second half of the year".
Comment: Policy Master has made good progress with

recurring revenues of £2.9m during the period (36% of H1

turnover). It also grew its solutions business by 37% to
£1.8m. In July 00 Policy Master issued a statement saying

that a delay in the launch of the application for UK brokers

had led ☜to a deferral of a level of sales into the second half

of the year☝. However since the product launch in August,

PM has secured customer orders ☜in excess of

£1,3m.....along with a significant level of letters of intent'.
PM is also optimistic about the opportunities it sees in the

US market, following its acquisition in Nov. 99 of IBS.
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Loss deepens but future faced
sopheon with ☜confidence☝

Sopheon (nee PolyDoc), the international knowledge

management software, services and content group, has

announced results for the six months to 30 Jun..00.

Turnover was £3.10m. compared to £506K for the same

period last year; a massive 512% increase. LBT was

£3.39m compared to a loss of £657K for the same period

in 1999, and Loss Per Share has deepened from 6.5p to

9.9;).

On outlook, Chairman, Barry Mence, said, ☜During the last
ten months we have brought together three companies and
raised working capital to support the development of
Sopheon☂s business in North America, the UK and

continental Europe. We recognise the challenges ahead
for Sopheon and firmly believe that the Group is well-
positioned and equipped to meet them. We view the future

with con dence and optimism.☜ Share price was 408p at
the end of the month; a 25.23% decrease,

 

Shares ended September up 13.4% at 550p.

BTmust decide future of$08 operations
@ There has been much discussion - coupled with

not a little criticism « this month on the
possibility of ☜spin-outs" from BT as a means of bolstering
their flagging share price and raising some much needed
cash. Although the mobile phone bit is the favoured
candidate for an IPO, there is also press speCUIa on that
BT☂s Ignite ♥ the bit that includes Syntegra and Syncordia
- (Q1 revenue = £1.02b) and AT&T Business Services
(02 revenue = £5.1b) - might join forces. We had been led
to believe that Ignite was a possible IPO/Spln'om cal☁ldidate
for the beleaguered BT. We also understood that Syntegra
itself was an IPO candidate. The Fr reckons the whole
idea could meet with strong opposition from the regulators
anyway. But it really is about time that BT decides the fate
of its 808 operations. For the last 10 years we have

debated the likely outcome for Syntegra.

For much of that time we believed its best home was under
Read's wing at Logica. Indeed, we still feel that!

0ctober2000    



 

Quoted Companies - Results Service Note: Hi hli hted Names indicate results announced this month.   
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Quoted Companies - Results Semce Note: nghll hted Names Indicate results announced this month.
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Another UK company goes West...
UK-NASDAQer 4Front Technologies

> , increased revenues by amere 3% to $118.3m

m in the six months ended 31☜ Jul. 00. Service
revenues increased by a much more

respectable 45% to $112.4m. But PBT of $7m turned into

a LBT of $5.7m, and EPS of 1340 turned into Loss Per

Share of 57c.
But maybe this is the last time we will report on 4Front as
they arecurrently in merger negotiations with NOR. The
terms of the deal are $185 per 4Front share valuing then
at c$230m. President Mark Ellis said: ☜On completion of
the NCFl transaction we believe that we will be handing

over to NCR a company very well-placed within the

European IT services industry with an excellent customer
base and a very strong and capable work force☝.
Comment: 4Front remarked that the merger process has

caused "general business disruption and un-budgeted
costs☝, and ☜the difficulties caused in some areas of the
European IT service sector by the millennium
slowdown..,.are not easing". Nevertheless, shame to see
another UK company going west! The difficulties caused

the share price to fall slightly this month.

Y2Klockdown effect... i
Bond International Software, aprovider of software for

the recruitment, personnel and tourism industries announced

turnover Virtually static at £4.5m results for the six months
ended 30 Jun. 00. PET was down 57% to £141K and EPS

also down 65% to 055p. Bond has confirmed a contract

(first mentioned in June) with Kelly Services to supply its

recruitment software in a worldwide deal worth more than

22m. Commenting on the results Chief Executive, Steve
Russell, said: ☜ With clients☂ Y2K concerns behind us, trading
conditions in all the group's main markets have improved

compared to the second half of 1999. There remain

significant opportunities for further growth in sales of the
existing products, particularly in the USA. In addition, new

products and new markets will present themselves in the

coming periods.☝
Comment: Bond year end results to Sist Dec. 99 showed

the effect the Y2K lockdown as customers delayed orders,
with a fall into losses of £789K.Things are now looking up,

especially as Bond capitalises on the opportunity to enable

recruitment agencies to transact business over the internet.

See our latest lTSA report for further comment
No change in Bond shares ending September at 72p.

Advancing well in an ☁Intelligent Environment☂

16
Intelligent Environments, a ☜financial services e-business provider☝, results for the six months ended 30☁"

Jun, 00 showed turnover increased 15% to £47m. £42m of this was e-business revenue. Howaver, LBT

more than doubled to £801K and Loss Per Share deepened 58% to 1.951 Commenting on the outlook

Chairman Clive Richards, said: " We are continuing our transition to a comprehensive e-business solutions I

 

provider to the financial services community...whilst many of our investment programmes are well advanced, our Board i
is still working towards improving sales productivity, distribution channels and expanding our product range".
price ended September up 8.14% at 120p.
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Freeserveprofits by meteredaccess.
Freeserve Q1 results (to 19th Aug. 00) showed a fourfold increase in revenue to £14.6m, but LBT more than doubled
to £18.8m. But abuoyant John Plutheroe, Chief Exec, said: "Our leadership of the UK Internet market has been
extended by the popularity of our unmetered access offers. Our customers have already increased their use of the
Internet by nearly one half on last year. As we extend the availability of unmetered access we will drive more users to
our portals, reduce ourchurn, increase time online and generate higher e-commerce and advertising revenues".
Comment: Unmetered access means Freeserve subsidising each user to the tune of £2.50 per month as users are

spending on average 43% more time online compared with last year (that☁s certainly true of us!). But churn has improved

from 9.5% in 01 last year to 6.9% now. That's not so surprising given that others who had launched similar unmetered
access, such as AltaVista, have since pulled the service having found it to be unsustainable. Connectivity rev. of £9.2m

 

grew by more that five-fold. Freeserve☂s share of the UK internet market is now 37%, twice that of its nearest competitor.

Parity Group☂s results for the six months to 30☁" Jun. 00 showed turnover down 9% to
£139.2m. PBT slipped a just over a third to £6.5m and EPS went from 4.53p to 2.73p. The

lm problem was of course with the core Software Services (i.e. IT staffing) businesses, in
which UK revenue slumped 27% to £51m, however severe cost cutting mitigated somewhat the effect on margins,
which fell from 5.9% to 5.3%. Cont. Europe revenue fell 17% to £30m ♥ but margins almost halved to 3.2% as they held
on to staff (have to really over there) and kept all offices open. The US staffing business (TelTech ♥ acq☂d Nov.97) ☁only☁
dropped revenue 9% to £23m, and margins were only off a shade at 9%.The ☁good☂ news emanated from Parity Solutions,

which is desperately trying to reshape itself into an e-business systems integrator and training operation. Revenue
increased 31% to £36m (boosted by the TMS, IDEV and Comtec acquisitions last year) but margins dropped from
335% in 103% due to term tfne☂.C<mment'rg m the mails, Chairman Ph 'p Sw'Iistraad saii: ☜The Group has
achieved sensible margins in unexpectedly poor market conditions in the first half without jeopardising the staff levels,
skills and infrastructure thatwe will need as the market picks up. There are recent encouraging signs of renewed activity

but after very mixed signals through this year we are not relying on a signi cant upturn before the beginning of next year.
Investment spend will rise in the second half but is expected to be balanced by the better trading conditions seen now
compared to the first quarter of the year. The mood is now more optimistic across the Group and this bodes well for the
future. The market outlook for 2001 is encouraging and the Board believes that Parity☂s ear/y move into the new technologies

last year and this year☂s investment programme will create an excellent base for renewed growtli☂.
Comment: It was a remarkably laid-back Philip Swinstead who led the analyst briefing ♥ a refreshing change from the far
more formal (and ☁interesting☂) events staged by CMG and Sema earlier this week. He commented on the "very challenging
period after ve years of strong growt ☝ but saw some light at the end of the tunnel with a ☜recent upturn in market
conditions". At least every part of the business remained profitable (only just, though, as Dutch acquisition Dedicate is
a sick puppy and is getting a dose of senior management TLC). They are pushing hard to turn the ☁old☁ solutions business
("a mini-Logica of 15 years ago") into a streamlined, end»to-end e☁business consultancy. Currently Parity are delivering
front-end design and build projects, typically worth c£1OOK, but are optimistic of securing larger integration projects in
the future. They are not, however, planning to bid for major projects against the Logicas and Semas of this world. There☁s

☁ no shortage of e-business projects around - but the problem is staffing them!
On the ITSA side ♥ well, what can we say that we haven☂t said already? From our recent trawl round the major UK lTSAs

, it does appear that business in the UK is starting to recover ♥ but nowhere near to last year's levels. Currently Parity☂s

☁ UK lTSA contractor numbers are 26% down on last year. Like most others, they are seeing strong demand for telecomms

i skills, and permanent recruitment is small but growing, US ITSA margins are holding up (typically twice UK levels) and

- they will open more offices there. However, we would not expect to see net margins for Parity☂s ITSA activities grow
overall over the full year. Swinstead also answered the big question ☁whither Parity?☂. Having split the business in two,

☁ he☂d like to see them run as separate operations and eventually each to have its own stock market listing ♥ but obviously
☁ market sentiment would need to be somewhat better then it is now to do that! Nonetheless, we have found time and

again that Swinstead rarely disappoints.

☁ Parity☂s shares following the results announcement, end the month down 9.25% at 182p.  October2000
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Focm SF 959 9111 33.05 1223 . 94.5011 910.93☝
Fro-MM cs {2.377.511 121 55 1567 42.96"» {303.2011 {3 565.4 511
Gresham Comm-r10 cs 215.611 0.51 366 {0.00% {3,1111 {11 .4 311
Gumlnn IT 6 9359.511 17.45 4343 - 4.23% {203.2911 {363.7411
HAMY 14w. Gmup 4 9256.911 1 70 5029 11 39-3 929.2711 .
Highams 51313113 831v; A {7.211 0.27 1014 395°☜ {0.23111
04 Cowmer cs 974 2111 1.50 2125 32.00%, 52.34% {23.7411
19 Gnup s1: :50 4111 6.93 1271 ' 94.10111 - .
11111311311611 Goup 51: 91.143 9m 273.97 4760 [34.3911 9907.4 611
1501-1 0717119 61: 1:213 3111 12.30 1773 {3.1011 {95.3411
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Kalamazoo Conumer cs :14 311 024 936 91 41111 {34 6911
Kewll Syslurrs 51 97224111 9.50 13736 {73.1611 {444.5711
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K111111395 Man-90mm 99 9196 511 94.03 1453 {26.4711 961.5511
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L179ch cs £3,552.0m 10.10 29170 {99.33111 92 206.0311.
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Lynx 11013113: SP {214.3111 101 3433 {44.5711 935.5211
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M'crogun 1101411195 m {135,311 5.93 1630 {2090111 {153.9711
M1513 SP 23.552 6111 5.01 7039 {110107111 {1.9133311
1.11.47 Convuhnq as 954 3111 1 53 3135 {9 77111 {50 5311
1.131431 SP 96,911 Loss 5.10 733 {1.5011 {3.7711
Marsl R 9697.3m 54.7 1.33 2210 {35.94m 92531011
MSB ln|3m21101101 4 929.3111 17.2 0.15 753 {2.3411 -&32711
MSW Technology SP 95.411 Loss 3 35 407 911.0711 {3 5911
NexBenel cs 974.4111 Loss 9 39 2325 .919 70111 {36 3011
1111151111. 13 9123 211-1 L055 9342 967 {14 35111 {4 4 311
N31151: (5 9147.711 L055 3079 579 {23.2311 {107.2311
Nanhgall (3 CI 99 4111 L055 274 4325 03m FIZB 50m

NSB Heml Systems as 9607 3m 666.7 20370 {10146111 {39 3211
onhe lnlm SP £826 0!☜ L055 . 3657 G 56"» 265.68% £53 98111 [611.7811'
151111: A 9277 3111 27 9 0.33 30250 9.2511. 51 47% {25.7011 {263 3611
951411414111: 91: 9171911 17.5 232.59 1276 {1.55% 27.57511 {37.0311 935.311:
31.1111 91: {106.711 46.2 3 02 5433 41.75% 21.85% {0 3111 {171911
Pnlbymasler SP 1:35 4111 07.7 5.1 6 3557 1340'; £11 59111 1:16 2911-
1111113151133 91613513) 55 94.3111 Loss 0.4 5 271 73.599. {3 3611 {7.2411
9161111111,; 5;: 955.4111 Loss 34.67 393 0.00-5 90.00111 {4 5011
990 A 9233.011 19.9 4.46 5125 1 027-3 929.0611 5106,2311
061☂ 51 £76511 15.0 1 51 1117 4737-. {136311 {60 0511
Quantum A 022.4111 9.1 1.23 460 23.49% {5 25111 91 7511-
Rnu- Svlrwm 61: C71 7111 Loss 17.00 365 -10 67% {11.96111 {33 7911
RDL cs 923 9111 25.3 1.32 2373 »2 28☁. {13.2211
Recognan Syuem: sp 1:312 211 L053 134.37 4907 -7 66% {4.9711-
Ram Docqu 31: 1:196 6111 L055 1547 1933 0 00-4, 俉95,5211
RoxOnlrru A £9 7m Loss 11.90 1555 4 73'» 112.6311
RM Group sp 1:342 9m 92.0 5.20 25736 .7 20'; 954.0111
141111: 3 11111511 511 1:56 Tm 37.3 2.43 4792 0.63% 1:4 7411
Floynlhlue Group SF 122.7 12.03 3456 -11 92-1, 1:170 5011-
5.11 Group 5,: 121.1 20.34 194231 1 {1.313.75m {2.319 3511
539 Gmup A 13.3 0.27 1590 91 40111 {3.5011
Science Systems 1; 54.: 4,92 4690 -22 48m 1339 95m
503 as . L069 1169 2550 97 70111 915.1 1111
561113 Group 05 97,031,311 723 4 99 1.1717 {654 07111 :1 374 2311-
SoManwwtr SP 941 7111 Loss 11 03 315 97-9111"- -俉17 9311-91.146☜ Inlammionnl cs 1:316 5111 32.1 6.71 25553 {133 2511
Sk bomuv as 9119 7111 13.2 0.60 603 {144 0311
Sonneon $1: 2152 4111 Less 100 95 5363 £47 Mrr
59'☜ A 9142 7111 Loss 0 36 1056 {6.4511 {104 0511911111.11. SP [372 am 159☁ .4 74 .3167 {55 06111 92591011-
5131113 51, 1:21 911-1 Loss 5 97 1013 {1 51111 90 3011
Swarm☝ V☜ :1 9110 211 L055 35.91 1637 525.791☜ 4☁2 161151111011111131 1073.463) 91= 1:592 5m Loss 63.05 9375 f1 03 39m 9334 2'03
SW9☝ cs 1:123 5111 15.6 0 55 461 926 6311 {247 7711
$151M! Inlev☂md SP 96 1111 34.3 3.97 305 E0 92110 E! 0711☂
SW!" '"☁°"☁☜☜°"" m 916 3111 17.1 0.90 733 {3 12m {9 9511
Swen☜ Union (MB Fmecom) es 955 5111 Loss 92 31 431 22 0011 1:5 1911
Telme W☜ as E44 3111 Loss 3.20 400 0.3511 {27 4211
gem☜ mum" (3 c173 5111 47 7 5.76 1926 {12.6111 {252 9611
am Groun cs 9231 am 41 0 4.95 12670 {29.4411 921 1411

73111344 69 1:55 um um n1: 1090 94 30111 :5 5411
T0131 Syslerm w 99 6111 Loss 4 9: 1745 £11111 {5 4311
Twenuons SP {13 9111 17 4 1,30 1333 {3.53111 {131011-
11511 Convmm cs 1:14 2111 9 5 0 33 772 :2 61111 {7 0311
Tnad Group as 973 311 66.9 1.52 2130 :0 9011 {52 3511
111111113 13 9164111 L096 131 207 {343111 {a 3011-
mm» <3 944.2111 L055 17 54 393 {3 37m {.61 0011

111:1 Grpup cs 9119 611 29.9 2 97 5323 93 3111 {25 2411
1 pump SP 97 3111 53.5 1 71 760 {0 5611-. 90 5511
06311: SP 1:117 14111 Loss 43.73 2634 {2012111 {531911
on!" Managemen' 5P 1:94 6111 Loss 7.33 1731 {13 0111 9:19 9511

XKO cs 935.4111 L065 2 33 2133 ~95 2611 {7 7511
x251.» 4 96 511 L054 1 52 720 {1 3011 {5 0311            Now: Main syslem HausaSCS Index 531311000511 16111 Apvil 1939.4nynawsn1ran1s1o 1713 510011 Exchange 313 31133-11311 an 11111511 311000 based 011019 issus price. The CSI Index is 11011431911130: 3 change
111 1116 511316 111113 1111119 largesl company 11351119 631719 311901 is 9 511111131 change 1011116 511611351 company,
cmgory spa. .cs: oompu1e1 Services SP = 9611111111 Froducl a = 1435311111 A = IT Agency 0 = char
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365 Corporation, the digital media and communications
company,has acquired Compass CommunicationsTechnical
Services and the outstanding share capital of Compass
Telecom. The acquisitions have been satisfied by a
combination of 435K shares and £430K cash. Further
considerations are dependent upon the share price in 12 and

18 months. and upon the performance of Compass Telecom,
subject to a maximum consideration of £1 .75m. 365 Corporation
has also entered into an agreement to acquire the entire issued
share capital of Phones Express, for up to £3.1m in cash and
shares. The acquisition is being made as part of the ongoing
development of its mobile telecoms operations in both its
Business and Consumer divisions.
StepStone has acquired Job-Today "one of Germany☂s leading
on-Iine recruitment companies specialising in IT staff" for Euro

34.9m. Job-Today had sales of Euro 36m in six months to 30th

June 00.
The eVestment Company has agreed in principle to acquire

Christows Group, afim☂t of portfolio managers and stockbrokers
in the West of England. Shares in eVestment were suspended

on AIM following the effective reverse takeover.
CFS has acquired David Henley Systems, specialist software

supplier of full-service leasing software to the automotive
finance industry and supplier of residual value data for
vehicles.

Torex has acquired Aremissoft UK Health (previously LK

Global Healthcare), which supplies management software to
GPs, for £2.25m. Aremissoft made losses of £252K in the year

to 31st Dec. 98.

The innovation Group has conditionally agreed to acquire

Crosspath Consulting Limited, a specialist management
consultancy within the financial services sector for a
consideration of up to £500K.
lnternet Indirect has announced a $3m investment in Kast

Telecom Europe S.A, the pan-European broadband services
provider. The investment in Kast Telecom is part of a $20m
financing alongside a number of prominent investors.
StartlT.com has announced a $500K investment in YPL, a

company providing online recruitment services in the United
States. StartlT will have a 37.5% equity stake.
Marconi has taken a 15% stake in the privately-owned e-
commerce consultancy Netdecisions for £60m, valuing them
at £400m. Marconi will also take an option to purchase further
shares up to a maximum of 22%. Netdecisions was formed in
1998 and currently has 900 employees across Europe, Asia
and the US. They are said to be considering a flotation at some
point in the future and have traded profitably since inception.
Mondas, the ☜e-business software house specialising in
securities and banking markets and internet software☝ has
acquired DSR, a ☜designer, manufacture and supplier of
accounting and management information products', for a total
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Mergers and acquisitions - continued
.. , consideration of £3.79m satisfied by a combination of £3.31m

.g cash and the issue of 965K shares. Mondas has announced a
; placing of 6.3m shares at 50p per share.

NewMedia SPARK, the early stage technology investment fund,
is to acquire the entire issued share capital of NewMedia

Investors, the technology corporate finance house (subject to
shareholder approval). H
MMT Computing, the lT solutions group, has sold its entire
holding in Atlantic Electric and Gas to Sempra Atlantic Energy
Holdings for£2.32m.
Cadcentre Group, the UK-based international provider of IT
systems for the design and engineering of process and power
plants, has announced the acquisition of all intellectual property
rights to the Open Plant software formerly marketed by
Intelligent Computer Solutions. The consideration is up to

£430K payable in cash over the next two years.
Baltimore has acquired Content Technologies in a £692m
share deal. Content Technologies, a privately-owned email
security company, had revenue of £9.24m in the six months to

☂ 315☁Jul. 00 and made a loss of £2.79m.The deal is being funded
by issuing 91m shares to Content☂s shareholders 24m of which
will be sold via an institutional placing. Baltimore also
announced a placing to raise £70.4m.

Gameplay has announced the acquisition of a leading games
group, CentroMail for an initial consideration of £7m, to be
satisfied in the issue of 2.75m ordinary shares.
Gladstone (the 828 e-commerce services provider). has
announced the proposed acquisition of Membertrack.
Membertrack is a private company founded in 1993. The
company competes with Gladstone☂s Ge.cache business for
the supply of membership and facilities management software
and services to the UK leisure industry. Membertrack is to be

acquired for£8.5million, satisfied by 2.76m new ordinary shares
and £3.25 million in cash.
Cedar Group, the knowledge-based enterprise business
solutions provider, has announced the acquisition of the entire

share capital of Orbis Software (Human Resource
Management Software including police specific solutions) from

Leading Software Group for up to £4.84m. Under the terms of

the deal. Cedar will pay aninitial consideration of £3.64m in
cash and loan notes, with an additional £12m payable in cash

and loan notes over two and a half years depending on
performance. Cedar has also announced the proposed

acquisition of Enterprise Solutions Group for $72m and 1 for 6

rights issue to raise approximately £65i8m.

The Staffware subsidiary, Staffware Pty has completed a

$4.5m acquisition of FPS Pty, thereby expanding its
professional services offering to customers. Primar-e has

entered into an agreement, subject to shareholder approval, to

acquire Prlmar-e Telecommunications Limited (PTL). PTL

will be renamed Glow Telecom. The consideration for this
acquisition will be approximately 22.1 m. PTL's only asset is an
affinity programme agreement with Lycos. Primar-e is to be
renamed Glow Communications.

Electronic Data Processing, sellers of turnkey solutions to
wholesalers and distributors, has acquired the business and

certain assets and liabilities of BCT Business Systems. BCT

has been a competitor to EDP in the supply of software solutions
to Builders and Timber Merchants. The consideration if £4OOK

in cash with £350K deferred and payable in seven monthly

instalments.
VoyagerlT, the Internet, IT and media investment fund, has
announced the agreed acquisition of 100% of Panda Anti Virus
Software satisfied by the issue of 8.3m ordinary shares in

VoyagerlT at 15p per share.
Brainspark, a technology-focused incubator included in our
dot.com index, has announced a £1.25m investment in

Traderserve, an ☜online service aimed atprofessiona/ traders☂.
Alphameric has entered into an agreement to acquire the
entire issued share capital of Systems Guidance
Solutions, for a maximum consideration of £3.5m.
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@NETBENEFIT

  
Growth Benefits strengthen the Net
NetBenefit, which hosts our holway.com web site and registered all our domain names, has

 

announced results for the year to 30th Jun. 00. Turnover has increased significantly from £1.97m to £7.52m, a282%

increase, but LBT is £4.6m compared to a £280K

profit in 99, and Loss per Share is 0.32p, NetEenetit
5 year Revenue and PET Record

From 1995compared to EPS last year of 0.02p. ln Jan. 00,

NetBenefit acquired Netnames which added Exm.
Indeed x% of this high increase is acquisition
related, But let☂s not detract from this performance. mm

. As Jonathan Robinson, CEO, commented, ☜This

has been an incredible year. Strong organic

growth combined with our acquisitions has

increased group turnover by 282%. We have ☜M m☜ taazsk new

strengthened our position as one of the leading

integrated domain name, e-mail and hosting

Companies in Europe and as a world leader in
Internet Brand Protection Services.☝ Share price

is down 26.48% at 465p in September -
compared with an IPO price of 200p in Jun. 99 -

shares are at a premium of 132.5%.

DRevenue IPET

user SK

1993 2000
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fr Waiting for investments to bear fruit
(b QSP, a ☜leading provider of enterprise wide financial information systems☝, has announced interims results

for the six months to 30th Jun 00. Following a trading statement warning of the dull market conditions that

the company has had to face, we were not expecting sparkling results - turnover is £21m, an increase of 5.26% on the
same period in 99. The revenue is made up of £150K acquisitions and £20.9m existing operations. LBT is £1,02m,
deepened since 99 when the LBT was £783K. LPS is 1.13p compared to 1.1p for the six months to 30th Jun 99.
Commenting on the results, lan Stewart, Chairman, said ☜in recent months, we have seen a marked improvement in
global market conditions, which gives us con dence to predict an upturn in trading in all of our key geographic areas,
Furthermore, we will pursue additional acquisition and partnership opportunities, where they add either volume to our

customer base, value to our existing solutions portfolio or range to Our delivery capability'
Comment - QSP continues to focus on its ASP solutions. In the UK. major contracts won in this reporting period have
all included a managed ASP solution, and the company is continuing to pin some hopes on the growth potential of this
industry. Towards the end of the year, we should be able to see it their ASP investments begin to bear fruit. QSP☂s share
price is down 17.87% at 85p.
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Local Authority Marketplace

1 e♥nw/ particularly subdued...
ITNET has announced revenues up

24% at £75.7m, operating profits (pre-goodwill) up 22% at
£4.9m, PBT (pre goodwill) up 5.5% at £34.4m but PBT

(post goodwill) down 11% at £3.6m for the six months to
30 Jun. 00. Similarly EPS was down 12.5% at 3.5p. The

goodwill amortisation resulted from the Feb. 00 acquisition

of project management consultancy French Thornton

(£8.5m cash initially + £6.75m cash + 3.75m shares profit

related) and of Easams in Mar 00 for £3.1m+ £11m deferred.

CEO Bridget Blow told us that both acquisitions had bedded

in well. ITNET also announced a £37m/4 year outsourcing
deal with Equitas (lTNET☂s largest win to date in the financial
services sector).
Comment: ITNET has suffered over the Y2K lockdown

and hangover like many others with their local authority

marketplace particularly subdued. Indeed ITNET has faced

a barrage of problems with their benefits contracts.
Overall ITNET report a reduction in discretionary spend

like most others with new project development and SI hit

harder than the on-going outsourcing businesses.

Interestingly, Blow tells of "nervousness"amongst potential

customers for the ASP concept.
However, their move to top level/front end consultancy

seems to have been well judged. They have merged

Technosys with their existing e-business operations, which
now account for 7% of total revenues. £2m e♥business

type orders were generated in the last two months of H1

alone. The new acquisitions mean that revenues from the
commercial sector at £37.5m now almost rival those from

the public sector (£38.2m).

Blow reports continued signs of recovery in market
confidence in the current quarter. We hear this from others

too and hope it real and not just wishful thinking! On the
other hand the beauty of ITNET is its very robustness with
over £300m of contracted forward orders. lTNET☁s share

price finished the month down 47.4% at 480p.

@ Taking advantage of payment
card fraud

Retail Decisions, a supplier of risk management and value-

added transaction services spun out of Card Clear Group
in Jan. 00, results for the six months to 30'h Jun. 00 show

revenues up 23% to £7,2m, PBT of £1.2m transformed

into a LBT of £1.7m and EPS of 0.59p now a Loss Per

Share of 1.2p.
Commenting on the outlook, Carl Clump, Chief Executive

said: "The first six months of our existence as a separate
company have seen some exciting development. Payment
card fraud over the Internet represents the single most
serious threat to e-commerce". Share price showed no

change at 144p this month.
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Affinity internet holdings reported re was up atmos-
fiveth to £4,55m'tor the six' month'sE '._30tt1 Jun". '00.. Eat
,LBT'doubledto £3.4m and Lbss☁t☂er Shar☁ ashamed to,
420.4p. . ~ g ,
[Commenting on'the cutiesk, Terry Ftummer, Ch 1 man,

lsaid: ☜Af nity Internet Holdings continues to ' sitlon itself
{at the heart of the converging ,techh logi'esi☁of
ltelecommunicarlons...☁ Demand tor'lntsmet services tacks
iset to continue, and we believe that Affinity is we☁li'plac☁ed
l to take advantage of the revenue earning opportunities as
lspending moves from the established economy to the so-
t cal/ed new economy of oh♥line trade". This month the shares '

were up {☁2th 192.59 ' "
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Loss in line with market expectations
Easynet, the pan-European

casynet Telecommunications and Internet Service

Provider for corporate users, announced

revenues up 52.9% to £19.0m in the six months to 30th

Jun. 00. A PET of £132K for the 6 months to 30 Jun. 99

has been turned into an LBT of £3.5m for this reporting
period, and Loss per Share is 13.46p, compared to EPS of

1,06p previously.
Commenting on the results, Chairman and CEO, David
Rowe, said, ☜Our pre-tax loss is in line with market
expectations and reflects our successful European

expansion plans We also have substantial opportunities
arising from Telecoms deregulation across Europe." Share

price has risen to 1135p this month, a 12% change.

m In line with market forecasts
- ' Science Systems has had an "interesting"

Sysmms 2000 which included theacquisition of much
troubled Coda from Baan in February. Given the Y2K
hangover problems hitting both the ERP market and the
conventional SCS market in which Science Systems has
historically operated, their results for the six months to
30th June 00 were really quite good. With a claim that
☜order books remain healthy and the Board believes the
group will experience strong growth in the second half of
2000☝, the company announced turnover of £21.3m, up

from £16.6m for the same 6 months last year - an increase
of 282%, PET decreased by 17.2% to £1.25m, and EPS
was down from 6.3p to 3.4p - this was ☜in line with the
market☂s forecasts given in March 2000 at the time of the

open offer when 8million new ordinary shares were issued

to finance the CODA acquisition."
Comment - Strong revenue growth continues to be the
theme at Science Systems. We congratulated Science
Systems on achieving their goal of "consistent, organic
growth for share holders☝ in the Holway Report 2000 - with
the acquisition of CODA under their belts, profit and EPS
have decreased for this reporting period but with Science

Systems☂ track record and the benefits that the acquisition
should bring, this is unlikely to be the case for long. Share
price was down 1.63% this month to end at 605p.
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Smoothing out ☜lumpy☝

.S'rtn'mt Inc. revenues☝
☁ ' AFA Systems, the AIM listed

provider of treasury and risk management software, has

announced revenues (total = £2.2m) from continued
operations up threefold in the six months ended 30☜1 Jun.

00. LBT reduced from £716K to £420K (pre goodwill and

exceptionals PBT of £287K), and diluted Loss Per Share of

5.0p became LPS of 2.2p.

Commenting on the outlook, Mike Hart Chairman and Chief

Executive said: ☜Following the slow start to the year, the

market for ourproducts is increasingly buoyant. We are

currently in discussions with a number of large organisations

with the anticipation of a number of contracts for Musketeer

being awarded prior to year-end. The market is extremely

buoyant...we believe that the Group is well placed to achieve

g sustained growt
industry " ' ' Comment: We have just spoken with Mike Hart, who

r A☝ its ' ' described the DART acquisition back in Apr. 00 as a ☜fabulous
buy'. At the time we commented that at nearly nine times

sales the acquisition was a touch dear, though astute. But

the benefits are materialising, with the traditional Musketeer

customers (treasury and risk management systems) taking

up the DART product (derivatives software, pricing and risk

management systems) and visa versa. With the products

installed in 70 banks across 20 countries, half of AFS☂s

revenues originate overseas. Meanwhile the integration of

the two products is underway with the first delivery due to

be made in the second half of the year.

DART was AFA☂s first acquisition since formation in 1995,

and further complementary/infill acquisitions with a similar

profile (i.e. not legacy products!) are likely, as the strategy

is to grow ☜both organically and through strategic acquisition☝

With a typical price tag of 21m, Musketeer is a significant

investment for new customers, especially in the emerging

markets, like South Africa where AFA is well established.

To address this, AFA is looking to rent the software to

customers for a transaction-based fee. This will also go

some way towards smoothing out the ☜lumpy☝ revenue☁
stream that bedevils software products companies, but the

"exact timing of major contract awards will in uence results

for the current nancial year☝.
The market has knocked 8.69% off AFA☂s share price, which
ended the month at 541p.
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Cap Gemini (or Cap Gemini Ernst & Young after

the $12.4b acquisition effective since 23rd May 00)
is suffering like all the "traditional" IT services 2°-°°°
Companies at present. In August, analysts reduced
revenue growth expectations for the full year from 15000
the 12-14% range down to 010%.
cap Gemini reported results for the six months to
30th June 00 this month. On a proforma basis ♥ i.e.
assuming that Ernst & Young had been included in
full for both periods, operating revenue hasincreased 5.000
to Euro4096m from Euro3882m for the same period
in 99. a poor 5.5% increase and not looking as if it
will meet even the 10% expectations for the full year
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predicted by analysts. Operating income has SEmS Consulting Gemlnl Digital
. E l&

IncreaseCl by the same percentage, up from £st
Euro400m to Euro422m.
Comment - This is more or less what we had been led to expect. We were however somewhat "amused" at one of the

reasons given for the profits warning in August...i.e. that "There is a natural curiosity from people wanting to meet their
counterparts from the Other side, this has caused some distraction from the focus on the marketplace☁i (CEO Geoff
Unwin quoted in the FT (10/08)). In other words...too many meetings! We have sympathy... but have never seen it used
as a reason in warning before!

An interesting chart presented in CGEY☂s analyst briefing following the results showed that the Group is now Number

Five in the world IT serVIces and consulting companies ahead of Compaq/Digital, HP, PwC and KPMG.
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E-shopping - daunting setup costs
The Fl (2nd Sep. 00) headlined ☜E-shopping profits for Tesco and Sainsbury by
2005☂☝ saying that Tesco will emerge as the winner in the online supermarket stakes '

- which will represent a massive 50% of the £75b online shopping market by 2008. ☜By then Tesco could be making about
£500m or one-third of its global net profits from e-commerce☝ according to a report from E-insight. The report says that
it will be almost impossible for new entrants to break into this market, as the infrastructure setup costs are daunting.

Comment ♥ This is a message we have been banging on about for over a year now.Readers, and those attending
Holway☁s presentations, will be aware of "The new man in Mrs. Holway☂s life" who for over a year now has been visiting her
regularly between 11.00 and 13.00 on a Friday and providing great satisfaction. For Tesco Direct in online groceries, read

LloydsTSB in banking, the Pru in insurance, WHSmith in CDs and books, British Airways in airline reservations etc. etc.
☜Bricks☝ getting their ☜Clicks☝ act together will be the winners. It's now too late to do it the other way around as the pure
"Clicks" have found their values decimated and it is becoming extremely difficult to raise the required highlevel of funds
to mount a challenge. But spotting the ☜Bricks☝ with the required foresight/management etc. to make the "Clicks" move
successfully will be where the real rewards are.

     

#:1112130      
A drag on the first half of
current year...

A, ICM Computer Group, a provider of IT
1 support. Business Continuity and IT

solutions, has announced its results for
the year ended 30th Jun. 00. Highlights:

turnover up 24% to £49.5m (continuing operations up 13%), .

PBT up 4% to £4.5m and EPS up 3% to 15.4p. .
Commenting on the outlook Chairman George Hayter said:

☜The investments made during the last financial year and

beginning of this nancial year will initiallyimpact profits
in the forthcoming 6 months and consequently, whilst we

expect that top line growth will continue, we expect that

profits at the interim stage will be lower than the
comparative period....more customers and prospective

customers are now viewing as a strength the Group☁s ability

to combine IT Support and Business Continuity services

with the delivery of wide ranging IT Solutions".
Comment: The market interpreted ICM☂s statement,

contained in the preliminary results, that the first half of
the current financial year will show profits below those of

the previous half year as a PROFITS WARNING. ICM
_ g} has insisted to us that this is not the case. ICM do say

. . . that the investments that they have made (in Business

3*. No pam ["51 spark/mg resuns-I Continuity and e-commerce solutions capability) will have
PSD 67°qu an lntema ona] recrunmen☁ adrag on thefirst half of the current year. But topline growth

:7 serViceS QYOUP lnC'Udlng lT recrunmen'v is expected to be "robust". House broker Henry Cook (Flay .
has announced ln☁enm resuns for the Six Burgum) has not downgraded their forecasts. For the

' months ☁0 30m Jun- 00- Record trading Performance across current year (ending 30 June 2001) he has kept his forecast
l 3☝ QiOUP diViSionS has resumed in turnover QFOWinG at £5.0m PBT (17.5 EPS) but for the following year he
organical/yby 40% to £41.1m (compared to the six months has raised his forecast to £65m (Eps of 227)
to 30th Jun. 99), PBT grew 48% to £10m and EPS grew The shares end the month at 383p a fall of 32%.
44% to 27.3p. Commenting on the outlook Francesca , ., v. .- _ . ..

Robinson, Chief Executive said: ☜Trading in the second

half of the year has continued at record levels and we
I therefore remain confident of another excellent

performance for the full yeaf☁.
Comment: PSD now derives just over half of its-net fee
income from technology recruitment (they also recruit for

1 finance, banking and commercial sectors, and have an
executive search arm). The technology division enjoyed a
39% growth in net fee income in the UK and 51% growth

overall. Net fee income is a more helpful measure than

I turnover, especially where the recruitment activities are
predominately permanent rather than contractor as they _

☁. are in PSD☂s case. PSD☂S results also showed a 85% '.aa._
growth in overseas operations to £4.3m net fee income. .5353; otter,
Readers may well wonder how come PSD has turned in attended☝
such a sparkling set of results, given the pain experienced j t'egfét

☂ by somany of its rival IT staffing agencies! Well, try a ☂ '
'j combination of established permanent recruitment
☁ operations, overseas expansion, recurring revenues ...... .,
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BZB strategy focuses
on the customer
Microgen reported revenues

from continuing operations up 26% at £1 1.0m in six months
to 30th Jun. 00. Total revenue was down from £15.5m to
£13.76m. A Loss before tax of £2.8m (PBT £1.5m) was
reported. Indeed the operating loss on continuing operations
was £629K. Diluted LPS reported of now of 4.7p compared

to EPS of 2.1p for the same period in 1999.
Commenting on the results, Martyn Ratcliffe, Executive

Chairman said, ☜The Board are pleased with the organic

and strategic progress, transforming the Group into a leading

position in 'sell-side☂ e-business services. While most 323

e-business activity in the market to date has focused on
☁buy-side☂ e-procurement, the Board believes that the
potential of the 'sell-side☂ opportunity is far greater, since

Virtually all companies seek to enhance their customer
ralationships."
comment ♥ In the Hoiway Report 2000 we said that
Microgen could reap huge rewards from e-commerce with
their outsourced e-billing system. The company☂s
announcement today shows that they now have over 70
corporate customers signed up for their ASP e-services,
including over 30 adopting B28 e-billing. They are
continuing to invest in e-sen/ices and are concentrating
on developing a ☜sell-side" BZB e-business model. In the
results statement, Microgen states that they have shown
continuing success in balancing profitability and growth -
it will be interesting to watch the return reaped from this
latest investment. Following theresults, Microgen☂s share

price has fallen 11.19% to 365p.

information Ii-tansgemenr Services
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' Not tackling the big issues...
0 en Lorien☂s negotiations with a potential

offerer have been terminated.
Following this announcement, Lorien also announced their
interim results, which were put on hold while the
aforementioned talks were taking place. Lorien stated that
although shareholders will be disappointed with the
cessation, they believe the ☜encouraging recovery in the
company☂s core IT Resourcing business, would enable the
Group to create value for shareholders in the future".
Unfortunately, it seems that following on from our comment
in the Hoiway Report 2000 that ☜we have written many
times before about the sorry state that is Lorien☝, regardless
of the statement claiming an encouraging recovery, this
time is not going to be a lot better. Lorien is still losing the
battle with the new players in the market and seems unable
to keep up with the ☜mega agencies". Turnover for the six
months to 28th May 00 are reported to be £53.19m, a
decrease of 24% on the same period in 99. LBT is £2.77m,
deepening from an LBT of £1.57m and diluted LPS has
also worsened considerably by 76% to 14.1p.
Commenting on the outlook, Lorien stated that ☜the last 18
months have been an extremely difficult period for all those
involved with Lorien: the Board, our employees and our
shareholders. After achieving so much in reducing the
Group ☂5 cost base in the first half of 1999, the
unprecedented decrease in demand of our Resourcing
businesses as a result of Year 2000 issues, and the
depressed performance of our Consulting and Services
Operations, removed any material benefit from this half☁s
results☝.

It seems that the mismanagement we have seen at Lorien
in the past has not completely disappeared! It is all very
well reducing the cost base but if other players in the market
are taking away customers by tackling the bigger issues
such as contractor loyalty and resource management, we
are unlikely to see an improvement in Lorien☂s performance
for some considerable time. Look out for more analysis
on Lorien in our forthcoming UK IT Staff Agency Report.
Lorien☂s share price has dropped to 95p, a 24.9% decrease.
They floated in August 95at 100p.

   

Being multilingual brings its rewards...
. SDL, the globalisation products and solutions,

sot company (providers of translation software), has
announced results for the half year to 30th June☁

00. Turnover has increased 93.5% to £11.6m compared to ,
the six months to 30th June 99, a LBT of £163K has been ☁
converted into a PET of £269K and Loss per Share ot☁
0.53p has been translated into EPS of 0.09p. i
Commenting on the results, Mark Lancaster, Chairman and
Chief Executive of SDL, said, ☜These excellent resultsi
reflect the successful strategy of having invested in on-☁
line multilingual content management software and service ,
solutions over the past three years.☝ .☁
SDL has also announced that Keith Mills has been;
appointed to the Board as an executive director of the,
Company, having responsibility for technical ?
development. SDL☂s share price is up 5.08% at 383p.

   
_x_ Below Xpectations

xP-ER a Xpertise Group, a technical training company, has announced interim results for the six months to

' 30th Jun. 00. Turnover grew by 42% to £2.9m compared to the six months to 30th Jun. 99 but was

 

below expectations. PBT of £172K became a LBT of £228K and EPS of 0.45p now a Loss Per Share of 0.76p. Chairman

Clive Richards commented that ☜the below expected levels of turnover will inevitably have an impact on the anticipated

pro ts for the full year. However the increased demand for Xpertise Training☂s services seen in the last three months and

the initiatives put in place at Direct Computer Training {acquired Jan. 00} giveus confidence for the future". In Sept. the

share price is down 32% at 18p.
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DCS - Still in a tough trading climate ☁
DCS has announced interim results for the six , , YourHELpplease""" ,
months ended 30m Jun oommover is virtually This IS the 144th edition of System House and, qutte

static at 274.8", compared to the same period last vear☁ bluntly. it hasn☂t changed☁in lormator general content since

pBT of 23.4.11 now a LBT of £12m and Eps of 8'16p'now that veryflrst Issue back in Nov. 1989. By the way reporting

a Loss per Share 4.19p. Commenting on the outlook,Tim W a mam Was☜ '☝ SOS Shaleismwe hope "01 a PO☜?!ml
Robinson, Chief Executive said: ☜Since our July trading so We ☜(OUId I'ke I° know Your VIeWS 0☝ WhaI Chapges You
statement, we have continued to see signs of our business WOUId I'ke I° see ☁_he☝°e "☁9 aItaChed QUGSIlonnalle-
starting to return to normal levels of trading. We are still in PLEASE compIeIe 'I and heIP US make SYSIem House
a tough trading climate, as others are nding, especially even bane☜ . I

in the EFlP marketplace and our out-turn in the second We reIaUnChf☂d our WWW:h0|W y-¢om Webstte thls month.
hams sir/[dependent on customerdemand fomewprojem If you havent taken a look yel...please do as It contains

being strong through the remainder of the year. We believe many m°r,e femur☜ than "☁9 ☝°Id" SlIe- Agalny YOU'IeEdbaCK
that the results of our strategic investments, along with '5 apprec'amd' .
recent cost reductions in unde,_pe,fo,m,-ng divisions and Many of-you read the electronic☁verslon of System House

genera] recheW in mama, demand, Wm rem,☝ the Group on your Intranets. Our new websnte has been setup so that

         

   

   

  
     

 

,0 yea,_on_yea, growth in 2001 and beyond-. Share price we can make the electronic version available to all our
at end of month is down 27.78% to 293p_ subscribers in the not-too-distant tuture.
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